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ABSTRACT 
 
According to the OCED data, the teachers often lack an ICT skill which prevents 
schools from fully exploiting technology to benefit teaching and learning. In order to 
keep up the fast-moving technology, teachers need to be trained on how to integrate 
ICT in the classroom. 
The READ IT project aims at developing an innovative didactic methodology that 
integrates traditional teaching strategies with ICT tools to help teachers acquire new 
skills through video production using digital storytelling techniques to be applied to 
different subjects, however through book trailer production to promote literature 
appreciation. 
The innovative aspect of the READ IT didactic methodology is to combine the 
technology in terms of digital storytelling and a book trailer development with the 
standard writing techniques such as narrative and screenplay to reinforce teaching in 
an interactive, creative and authentic way. The influence of the technology is in 
changing of the face of learning especially in terms of the new mediums (e.g. 
Kendal). The concept of integrating of the books with the digital tools can help to 
evolve and inspire a literature appreciation among the next generation of students. 
The University of Central Florida designed a model for teachers and students training 
in how to create a book trailers, resulting in an increase of reading interest levels. 
Therefore the project sees the potential in the innovative methodology based on 
digital storytelling techniques for the production of the book trailers, as means to 
develop and improve teachers’ ICT skills through a new teaching and learning 
approach. 

1 BACKGROUND 
 
Despite rapid advance in today’s technology, many educational institutions in Europe 
are not experimenting with digital tools in a creative or innovative way. As reported in 
the OECD survey 2009 [1], almost all EU countries report shortfalls in teaching skills 
and difficulties in updating them. Shortages relates to the lack of competence to deal 
with new developments in education especially in preparing learners to make the 
most of ICT. 
Therefore, teachers need to acquire skills to implement new educational methods 
combining existing didactic approaches and digital skills and European schools need 
to adapt to current students needs and identify new learning models that are 
engaging to younger generations [2]. 
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In response to this needs, the READ IT project aims at improving teachers’ digital 
competences to revive their lesson plans, enhance teaching strategies and 
incorporate new technology to stimulate their students with a new interactive 
approach towards learning, especially reading. Thus, the project deals with teachers’ 
needs by training secondary school teachers through an e-course on using ICT for 
digital storytelling, applying this to any educational sector and learning how to 
transfer this knowledge to their students. 
The READ IT project intends to test a novel didactic methodology which integrates 
digital storytelling techniques and different writing styles, such as narrative and script, 
with new media. Teachers and students will have the chance to develop multimedia 
skills through the production of book trailers which will ultimately help students 
transmit the narrative process in a hands-on, creative manner.  
This methodology will help teachers to experiment with new teaching approaches in 
the classroom combing innovation, imagination and authenticity, enhancing their ICT 
skills which will help lessen the gap between their technology-savvy students and 
traditional lesson plans. 
This article aims at presenting the READ IT “Training teachers to make READing fun 
through digITal storytelling” project main objectives, activities and expected results. 
 

2 THE READ IT PROJECT 
 
READ IT “Training teachers to make READing fun through digITal storytelling” is a 
two-year Comenius project co-funded by the EU Lifelong Learning Program. The 
project started in December 2010 and will finish in November 2012.  
It is addressed to high schools in the five partner countries involved in the initiative: 
Italy, Denmark, Romania, Turkey and United Kingdom.  The project’s specific target 
group are teachers and students.  
The READ IT project is coordinated by the Università degli Studi “Guglielmo Marconi” 
(USGM) based in Rome, Italy. The READ IT multi-actor partnership is composed of 
seven partners among universities, secondary schools and publishing houses. 
The partnership has been set up according to the project aims and professional 
expertise required to successfully carry out planned activities. Each partner 
represents different EU territorial regions to address the target group on an broad EU 
level and contributes diverse skills to enrich the project and reinforce a quality work 
programme ensuring the successful transfer of knowledge and experience. 
 
In particular, the project partners are the following: 

• University College Lillebaelt (Denmark) 
• Marsilio Editori (Italy) 
• Liceul Teoretic “Ovidius” Constanta (Romania) 
• Curtea Veche Publishing (Romania) 
• RATEK (Turkey) 
• Scottish Book Trust (United Kingdom). 

 
The project addresses EU high schools, teachers and students in each partner 
country through the following key actions: 

• bringing new digital tools (digital storytelling) into the classroom to empower 
teachers to experiment with new technology to render teaching and learning 
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more up-to-date and interesting which will facilitate dialogue among teachers 
and tech savvy students 

• encouraging EU teachers to work together with their students to create and 
produce book trailers allowing them to discover a new way to approach digital 
educational video production through the popular ICT tools among today’s 
youth such as video production, multimedia images and social software, e.g. 
Web 2.0. 
 

2.1 READ IT project aims and objectives 
 
READ IT project aims at identifying, implementing and testing a didactic methodology 
that can help teachers acquire new skills through video production using digital 
storytelling techniques and help raise the interest level and motivate new generations 
of young readers through the book trailer production. This will enhance teachers’ 
teaching skills, teaching high school students a novel use of IT technologies and 
simultaneously encouraging them to read and appreciate literature. 
In order to get students accustomed to reading again, they need to discover how 
reading promotes personal growth, emotional development and stimulates 
imagination. Young readers’ discovery and learning process will be supported by the 
use of the digital storytelling.  
 
The main project result is the READ IT pilot course, that will be delivered in two parts:  
 

• e-learning course addressed to teachers focused on digital storytelling 
techniques, video and book trailer production.  

• face-to-face seminars where teachers and students will produce book trailers 
working together by using digital storytelling techniques. 

 
In this way, teachers will learn and test a new educational approach based on digital 
technology that can help raise the interest level and motivate students to read. In 
fact, teachers will have the opportunity to apply what they learned in the READ IT e-
course with their students. 
 
Face-to-face seminars will enhance students capability to use digital storytelling in 
learning thru the development of book trailers. 
 
READ IT pilot course will help increase student motivation and willingness to study, 
making learning more attractive, providing students with the possibility to acquire 
transversal skills (communicative, teambuilding), and making school staff work 
together (for example IT teachers and literature teachers). 
 
Through the different steps and procedures required to produce book trailers, 
students will learn hands-on this novel and creative use of ICT technologies, while at 
the same time getting involved in reading. They will also be introduced to all aspects 
of a digital storytelling from writing, narrative techniques, character development and 
dialogue, acquire transferable skills that can be employed to diverse jobs in the 
labour market. 
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3 READ IT project activities 
 
All READ IT partner countries are involved in the primary project activities: research, 
course content development, experimentation, quality assurance, dissemination and 
exploitation of project results.  
The READ IT methodology will be tested on teachers and students to determine if 
and how video production using digital telling effectively enhances teaching and 
learning, especially promoting students’ interest in books and literature. 
 
The following main activities will be carried out throughout the project: 
 

• Research to identify and compare current methodologies using ICT tools for 
teaching and learning in EU high schools and analyze if and how these 
innovative digital methods, such as educational videos, can promote new 
approaches. The project’s research phase, composed of a documentary 
research and a field work research in all project countries, will identify 
teachers’ training needs, students’ learning needs and current teaching 
strategies using ICT tools in order to determine the most relevant didactic 
methodology for the target groups.  The field work research will examine data 
gathered from “Multi-level questionnaires” submitted to about 50 high school 
teachers and 100 high school students in all partner countries. 
 

• Course content development aimed at designing and producing the READ IT 
course curriculum and the e-learning course for high school teachers, based 
on digital storytelling techniques, to produce book trailers. The READ IT 
course curriculum will be based on the research results and will outline the 
modules of the theoretical on line course to improve teachers skills in terms of 
aims, topics and learning outcomes in order to produce effective Learning 
Objects (LOs), as well as the face-to-face seminars lesson plan for the 
production of book trailers with students. The e-learning course (about 30 
hours) LOs will be produced by the project partners on the base of their 
specific expertise and they will include Audio Lessons and slides in English 
languages and lecture Notes available in English and into all partner national 
languages. 
 

• Experimentation phase aimed at testing the READ IT didactic methodology to 
develop teacher ICT skills based on digital storytelling for the production of 
book trailers in all five partner (Italy, Denmark, Romania, Turkey and UK) 
countries representing different cultural and European educational systems. In 
order to effectively test and assess the project’s didactic methodology, 8 to 12 
secondary school teachers will be selected to partake in the e-learning training 
course. The teachers will learn digital storytelling techniques and methods for 
video and book trailer production. Moreover, several face-to-face seminars will 
be organized involving teacher trainees and about 15 students in each project 
country, supported by a book trailer expert in order to produce at least one 
book trailer per country. 
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• Quality assurance aimed specifically at assessing the READ IT course and 
methodology evaluation in terms of effectiveness and efficacy and impact on 
target group (teachers and students) as follows: 
 

1. Teachers involved in the e-course will complete an expectations 
questionnaire to detect their needs prior to the experimentation and 
complete a satisfaction questionnaire at the end of the course to assess 
their learning outcomes. The expectation and satisfaction 
questionnaires results will be compared to assess the different self-
perceptions before and after the e-course. 

2.  One focus group with students involved in the face-to-face seminars 
will be arranged in each partner country to assess their experience 
using digital storytelling to produce book trailer during the 
experimentation phase. The students will also complete a “book trailer 
production experience questionnaire” providing comparable data. 
 

• Dissemination strategy aimed obtaining significant results to increase the 
project visibility reaching a great number of target group and stakeholders. 
The READ IT project website will feature an interactive forum for EU teachers 
and students from different cultural, linguistic and academic backgrounds, 
allowing them to share and discuss course contents, knowledge, teaching 
strategies, lesson plans and experiences at EU level. target group and 
stakeholders will also receive informative materials (brochure, poster, e-
Newsletter). At the end of the READ IT course, the “Compendium on book 
trailer production for teachers” will be realized to promote the project results, 
the efficiency of this new methodology and best practices for improving 
teachers’ ICT skills to make learning more interesting and attractive that will 
not only develop transversal skills, but provide a new approach to reading for 
high school students. 

• Exploitation strategy aimed at promoting the project sustainability and the 
adoption of the READ IT  methodology in EU schools to integrate traditional 
teaching methods with ICT tools to improve teaching and learning 
approaches. 

 

4 READ IT project methodology 
 
The READ IT project intends to integrate the concept and techniques of digital 
storytelling with technology used to produce multimedia book trailers in order to 
design an e-learning course that will train secondary school teachers on how to 
create and produce book trailers that they will consequently teach to a selected 
group of students from their school. Students arranging the history and the 
screenplay, develop several competences: writing and verbal skills, technical skills 
and art sensibility. They can use images, photos, drawings (or other scanned 
materials), videos, music, voice recordings or sounds. Digital storytelling is a method 
using standard writing techniques such as narrative and screenplay and combining 
them with creativity and authenticity. 
Digital Storytelling is a multimedia and narrative production, combining two subjects, 
the person who realizes the product and the audience, in order to tell a story that is 
compelling and emotionally engaging [3]. “I know only one thing about the 
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technologies that await us in the future, we will find ways to tell stories with them“, 
from Digital Storytelling in the Classroom: New Media Pathways to Learning, Literacy 
and Creativity [4]. Digital storytelling can be defined as “blended telling stories with 
digital technology” (Ohler, 2007) [5]. This blended characteristic proves to be a valid 
learning tool, because it combines story telling with the available technology. The 
writer, Leslie Rule, defines digital storytelling as the modern equivalent of the court 
jester or the troubadour. Digital storytelling is a short tale (generally 5 minutes 
maximum) of an event integrating different language styles: such as narrative and 
script [6].  
 
The book trailers created during the course will be derived from different books 
selected by the teacher trainees. Once the teacher trainees have learned about book 
trailer production techniques, they will guide a group of selected students from their 
school through the book trailer production process, untimely giving them the chance 
to approach reading in a new creative way.  
The book trailer is a method recently used by publishing houses in order to promote 
their books, not only, through TV commercials or on the Internet, but also with the 
use of short films that incorporate salient scenes in order to reconstruct the books’ 
essence [7]. Book trailers can represent a kind of artistic expression that takes a part 
of the book and transforms it into a short video clip. The book trailer becomes a short 
multimedia video comparable to movie trailers, whose purpose is to evoke through 
images, music and words, the themes and the mood of a novel, grabbing the 
viewer’s attention and leaving them curious to learn more.  
 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
READ IT project will help teachers acquire new skills through video production using 
digital storytelling techniques and will help raise the interest level and motivate new 
generations of young readers through the book trailer production. The READ IT 
didactic methodology will allow all students to learn not only how to work in groups, 
but also how to develop different transferable skills (e.g. communicative, literary, 
artistic, ICT) that can be applied to diverse professions in the labour market in 
addition to firsthand networking with publishing houses. Publishing house 
professionals from each partner country, therefore, will represent an important role in 
the project during the experimentation phase. They will provide a valuable link 
between the world of school and work. These experts include  writers, journalists, 
marketing strategy experts and filmmakers. 
Through this first contact with the labour world, the project intends to support the 
promoting integration of learning with working in order to favour the development of 
the new skills for new jobs for the future generation. 
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